
PAI READINESS
The Kymanox Quality team has extensive experience helping our clients ensure their manufacturing 
facility is prepared for a Pre-Approval Inspection (PAI) by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

Kymanox can perform a mock-PAI audit of your facility to identify any gaps in compliance and work with 
your team to address them.

Be More Equipped.
Get More Done.
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• Design Training Presentations Including: 

• Interacting with the Inspector

• Inspection Dos and Don’ts

• Quality Group Inspection Readiness

• Provide Backroom Setup and Support

• Create Storyboards for Hot Topics

• Conduct Mock PAI or Virtual Mock PAI

• Provide On Site Support for Health Authority Inspections

• Author Remediation and Corrective and Preventative Actions 
(CAPA) Implementation Plans

• Provide Communication with Regulatory Agencies Post 
Inspection

Be More Equipped.
Get More Done.
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How Kymanox Can Help

What is a PAI?
A PAI is performed to ensure that a manufacturing facility has the ability to manufacture a drug and that all data submitted in a New 
Drug Application (NDA) or Biologic License Application (BLA) are accurate and complete. Any company seeking pre-market approval 
of a new product must undergo a PAI to receive FDA approval. During a PAI, the FDA takes a risk-based approach to identify facility, 
product, and process risks. PAIs help the FDA determine that product development was done correctly, manufacturing practices are up 
to applicable standards, and that all data submitted in the filing is complete and accurate. 

A proactive strategy can help make an inspection go as smoothly as possible. With our decades of experience and attention to detail, 
many clients who have enlisted Kymanox to help prepare for a PAI have gone on to receive FDA approval. Our Quality and Compliance 
subject matter experts can conduct a mock-PAI audit of your facility to evaluate inspection readiness and identify any gaps that need to 
be addressed prior to the PAI. Our experts can work with your team to create and execute a remediation plan to close identified gaps 
and increase the odds of receiving positive feedback from the FDA.

Our services include the following: 


